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4 research questions



1. What influences the 
wine tourism experience?



2. What influences the 
culinary tourism experience?



3. How do visitors choose wine & culinary touring 
experiences before and during their visit?



4. How do visitors navigate the region 
while they are in market?



380 online survey participants

+ EUROPE
+ SOUTH AFRICA

+ PHILIPPINES
+ HONG KONG

+ AUSTRALIA

64 in-depth intercept interviews 
201 total visitors.



80% of visitors had a good or 
excellent wine touring experience.
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The Okanagan is the most frequently visited 
wine region in BC.
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What regions of BC did you visit during your trip?

Alberta Vancouver and Lower Mainland Total



Most wine touring take place over a two day period. 
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How important is wine touring, out of 7?
“When we’re in this area it’s a 6 or a 7, when  
we’re elsewhere it’s not as important.”
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Where’s the opportunity?



Visitors go to more wineries than they planned.



The “anchors”
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FAMILIAR NEW SPONTANEOUS



“We’re just traveling hit 
and miss by the signs.We 
liked the name of the 
winery, saw the sign, 
thought it might be good.”



VISITOR SEGMENTATION



The majority of travellers like to 
drink wine that they enjoy as 

opposed to “high quality” wine.



The majority of travellers like to drink wine that 
they enjoy. 
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I don't really like wine I like wine, but I'm not 
picky

I like to drink wine 
that I enjoy

I prefer high quality 
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Five main categories of visitor were observed

Wine Enthusiasts

Experiencers Culinary
Lodging
Sport
VFR

wine in combination with

it’s all about the wine

Exploration
Celebration

Industry

Drinkers 

Locals



“Wine is a 10/7 importance. The only 
other thing we are doing is sleeping.”

Wine enthusiasts



“Yesterday we visited 3 or 4 
wineries around Vernon. 

I can’t remember their names.”

Wine experiencers



“We’ve got friends coming in November. We’re 
building a list of wineries to bring them to. This 

one will definitely be on the list.”

Local hosts



THE WINERY EXPERIENCE



Wine enthusiasts

For Wine Enthusiasts a great experience is:
• Learning something new and specific
• Developing a personal connection to the vintner/owner
• Creating an appreciation for the wine making process
• Generating a feeling of getting an ‘inside track’

The experience enhances the wine, but it means nothing if the 
wine is bad.





Wine experiencers

For Wine experiencers, outside of the quality of wine, a great 
experience is:
• Navigation without panic
• A personal connection to someone at the winery 

(not necessarily the vintner)
• Finding somewhere that makes them feel unique in comparison to their 

regular lives
• Pairing the experience with a culinary experience
• A feeling of relaxation and comfort that juxtaposes with their regular 

lives.

The experience makes the wine taste good. Wines have to be good, but not 
great, to support a great wine tasting experience.



“I’m not a connoisseur”



Allure of “big wineries”

Larger wineries are very appealing for several reasons:
• They are popular (popular = good)
• Diverse offerings
• Easy to locate
• Safety in selection 
• Quality of wine
• Increased likelihood of findings favourite wines at a local store
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Allure of “small” wineries

Small wineries offer unique experiences that may not be available elsewhere:
• Opportunity to connect – to surroundings, the wine, and the staff
• Fewer distractions
• “Homely” feel – provides warmth and comfort
• Relaxation and rejuvenation
• Rare wine experiences
• An ”exclusive” or “secret” experience

“Very small, intimate, not overcrowded. It makes the experience special.”
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“It’s like we’re just sitting here in 
someone’s backyard drinking some wine. 
It’s incredible, it’s like a secret place.”



Importance of staff

Staff are vital to the success of a winery visit. 
• Knowledgeable staff can enhance the wine touring experience. This includes 

knowledge of the wine, but also of the winery story/history.
• Passionate staff create passion for the wine and the winery.
• Consumers feel more connected to the winery itself when staff engage with 

them. 

For Enthusiasts, it is the winemaker or owner that makes the 
biggest difference. For Experiencers it could be any member of 
staff.
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Additional elements that enhance the experience

In addition to selection of wines and connection to ones 
surroundings, there are several other elements that may help 
elevate the wine experience:
• Views
• Culinary experiences
• Unique stories
• Personality – of the winery and staff
• Uniqueness
• Atmosphere and mood
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Stimulating the senses

Wineries that stimulate our sensory receptors create stronger experiences
Touch The grapes, the wine glass
Smell The fresh air, wine and food
Taste The wine and food
Sight The view and architecture
Sound The energy of the staff and customers, sounds of the surroundings 

(i.e., birds chirping, dogs barking, etc.)
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“The epitome of wine touring is when 
you experience a sensory overload.

The view stimulates your eyes and the 
wine stimulates your taste.”



VISITOR JOURNEY



Importance of wine in the trip 

25% 

58% 

17% 

Winery visiting was the 
primary reason for my trip to 

the region

Winery visiting was an 
important part of my trip, but 
not the primary reason overall

Winery visiting was not that 
important



High yield wine primary visitors

Winery visiting was the 
primary reason for my 
trip

Winery visiting was 
important, but not the 
primary reason

Winery visiting was 
not important at all

Number of bottles 
purchased **

7.53 5.97 3.48

Number of wineries 
visited **

3.69 3.43 1.71

Likelihood to 
recommend BC wine 
touring (0-10 scale) **

8.23 8.34 6.93

Overall rating of the 
wine touring
experience (1-5 scale) **

4.16 4.11 3.55

Note: ** indicates statistical significance at p < .05; * indicates statistical significant at p < .10



• Enthusiasts – wine 
primary reason

• Experiencers – wine 
a secondary reason

• Decide to wine tour
• Allocate time to wine 

tour
• Conduct some 

winery research

• Confirm time
• Conduct some 

winery research
• Choose anchor 

wineries
• Maybe choose others
• Make lunch

reservation

• Pick route
• Choose impulse 

stops

• Drink wine & 
reminisce

• Tell stories about the 
trip and the wineries 
visited

BEHAVIOURS

Matching behaviours to tools used by journey stage

Choose 
destination

Pre-trip 
planning

In destination The day Post-trip

• Destination imagery
• Destination stories
• Word of mouth
• VFR
• Social media postings

• Website
• Overall destination 

information
• Wine touring 

information
• Word-of-mouth
• Social media postings

• Mobile web
• Brochures
• Word-of-mouth
• Social media postings

• Navigation apps
• Mobile web
• Way finding
• Winery 

recommendations
• Brochures & maps
• Social media postings

• Drinking the wine
• Visiting the liquor 

store
• Social media postings

TOOLS



1 in 4 travellers use the Wines of BC website. 



CULINARY



Varieties of culinary experiences:
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Fine dining Casual 
dining

Café or 
coffee shop

Picnics Visited 
farmer's 
markets

Visited 
farms

Visited 
food 

producers

Other





Culinary improves wine tourism!



number of culinary 
experiences

Overall wine touring experience

Likelihood to recommend

Trip rating vs other BC trips

Trip rating vs other global trips



What surprised you the most about your wine 
touring? 

16% 

22% 23% 

17% 

4% 
6% 

11% 

The quality of 
the overall 

wine visiting 
experience

The number 
of wineries

The beauty of 
the region

The quality of 
the wines

The quality of 
the dining at 
the wineries

The 
sophistication 
of the wine 

visiting 
experience

Nothing



KEY OPPORTUNITIES



Wine enthusiasts are your core customer.

Wine experiencers are the largest market segment and the biggest growth 
opportunity.

We can get more winery stops from current visitors.

Culinary, beyond the wineries, enhances the overall wine touring experience.

Locals are very influential, but generally have a small set of wineries they send 
their visitors to visit.

Impulse stops are prevalent and wineries must be able to capture them.
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